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Slite Vind AB operates 29 wind power plants, 10 of which are located in 

the Smöjen wind park in Gotland. Since 2004, Smöjen has a VCM system 

from SPM. The system has successfully contributed to significant economic 

savings through several breakdown preventions. 

The closed limestone quarry Smöjen is located on a cape on Northeastern 
Gotland, where the windmills are placed in two lines from southeast to 

northwest. Four of the Smöjen windmills are equipped with SPM’s system 
VCM20, measuring continuously, 24/7. A local area network connects the 
four windmills and a central computer with Condmaster®Nova accepts mea-
surement data from shock pulse measurement with the SPM® method, and 
vibration measurements. The plant has been in operation for two and a half M
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SPM saves money in 
wind power

SPM Norway exhibits!

Oslo Norway June 12-15



years. During this time, the VCM 
system has indicated two bearing 
failures and one damaged drive 
shaft. Three lurking breakdowns 
have thereby been avoided. 

In June 2006, increased SPM mea-
surement values were detected on 
a bearing on the gearbox interme-
diate shaft. During the summer, the 
SPM values went down and then 
up again during late fall. In the 
December - January period, alar-
ming levels  were reached. In mid 
January this year, a final evaluation 
of the symptom levels  was made, 
but it could not be established what 
exact part of the gearbox  was the 
origin of the high SPM levels. 

Jan Hoflin, responsible for windmill 
solutions at SPM, says:

This example shows how important 
it is to have correct information 
both on the bearing and on rpm.
With correct information in the 
system from the start, the failure 
symptoms would have pointed to 
the right position on the gearbox 
straight away. Having corrected 
the basic data, trends in the soft-
ware also indicated severe damage 
on the bearing races. The bearing 
exchange was successful and no 
consequential damages were 
found on the gearbox. The total 
saving for exchanging the bearing 
rather than the entire gearbox is 
an estimated 107,200 EUR.

Insurance companies are interested 
to know whether the fault is pre-
dictable. With VCM20 and SPM 
Spectrum™ measurements, it is 
possible to show that damages like 
the one in Smöjen can be detected 
at an early stage. Insurance compa-
nies may therefore demand better 
monitoring systems in windmills in 
the future.

update

SPM saves money in 
wind power

The measuring unit Machine Guard 
MG4-REF11 is used for continuous 
measurement of mechanical shocks,  
arising when the disc segments in 

a refi ner touch each other, and of 
machine vibration.

A shock pulse transducer is moun-
ted on the machine housing of the 
refiner so that mechanical shocks 
from the disc segments are picked 
up by the transducer with the smal-
lest possible damping. The trans-
ducer is connected to MG4-REF11 
which analyses the signals received, 
taking into account amplitude and 

frequence of occurence. It also mea-
sures the RMS value of the vibration 
velocity according to ISO 2372. If 
the disc segments run together, 
a relay is activated and a signal is 
given to open the disc gap. 

The display shows measurement 
results for both channels. MG4-
REF11 can be connected to a PLC 
via the analog outputs.   

New MG4 variant on the market

Severe damage on bearing race

”The total saving for exchanging the 
bearing rather than the entire gearbox  

is an estimated 107,200 EUR.”

Cont’d from pg 1



Peder Skrivare’s School in Varberg, Sweden is an upper secondary school in touch 

with the times, where anything is possible. The school is characterized by creativity 

and multitude, built on respect for each other. A school where time never stops and 

where laughter and seriousness are mixed in a natural way.

The technical education pro-

gramme – a popular education
The school’s technical education 
programme has for many years had 
a relatively large number of students 
as compared to corresponding pro-
grammes in the rest of the country. 
There may be several reasons for 
this, but one contributing factor is 
surely the well-established coope-
ration between the school and the 
local industry.

Cooperation with SPM
Since the mid-eighties, Peder 
Skrivare’s School use measuring 
equipment from SPM in the techni-
cal education programme. SPM also 
assists with support, service and 
training. Our products are mainly 
used when students carry out condi-
tion monitoring tasks on the fans at 
local company Renova,  for years a 

set part of the technical program-
me. To help the students learn to 
evaluate measurement data, SPM 
has also taken part in the students’  
assessments of machine condition. 
This cooperation gives the students 
knowledge of and experience from  
rolling element bearings, SPM pro-
ducts and various measuring techni-
ques.

VCM20 at Varberg Energy
In a new project, running over seve-
ral years, the school has invested in 
a complete vibration measurement 
system for a windmill. In close coo-
peration with local energy provider 
Varberg Energy, this equipment will 
be installed in one of their wind-
mills. The Vestas V42 mill will be 
monitored with a VCM20 continu-
ous measurement system from SPM. 
The system is tailor made for mea-

surement and acquisition of vibra-
tion signals from all rotating parts of 
the mill machinery, and evaluation 
will be done taking into account the 
effect to be generated, which is an 
important parameter when asses-
sing operating condition. 

Windmill gearboxes are a difficult 
application to measure on because 
of the varying operating conditions. 
Temperature variations and strong 
winds cause great loads. 

The purpose of the project is to 
enable the school to adapt the edu-
cation to reality and offer students  
a technically advanced education. 
Also, Varberg Energy will benefit 
from evaluated data on the opera-
ting condition of the windmill. 

We help educate maintenance 
 engineers of the future! 

Be on the lookout for an 
invitation to this year’s  
User Group Meeting. 

More information at spmi-
nstrument.se shortly.

Future maintenance engineers use 
measuring equipment from SPM

SPM improves outout capacity

The increasing demand for SPM products has lead us to invest in two more CNC lathe machines at a cost of approx. 400, 
000 EUR.

Most of the components found in our instruments and measuring equipment are manufactured in-house at SPM. This 
guarantees a high quality output and improves the possibilities to effi ciently develop variants of our products. In the CNC 
lathes, measuring adapters, connectors and transducer parts are manufactured. The SPM workshop now has a total of fi ve 
CNC lathes.
To meet the increase in orders received, we have also hired more CNC operators, electronic operators and storage staff 
over the past months. 
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Metso manufactures equipment for quarrying, aggre-
gates production, mining and minerals processing, 
construction and civil engineering, and recycling 
and waste management. 

A service directive has been implemented by Metso 
Minerals, where customized Leonova Infinities and 
measuring routines supplied by SPM will be part of 
the Metso service offering to offices and service teams 
all over the world.

Metso use the Leonova Infinity for shock pulse, vibra-
tion and orbit measurements on shaker screens, con-
veyors and crushing equipment for early detection of 

damage and lubrication problems on rolling element bearings. 

SPM stood out from the competition and was awarded the contract as a 
result of first class product features and performance, a strong support 
offer and competitive pricing.

Metso Minerals is a leading global 
supplier of industry equipment, 
service and process solutions.

Metso Minerals choose 
Leonova Infinity

SPM invites Nor-Shipping 
visitors to seminar 
on Condition Based 
Maintenance

In conjunction with the Nor-
Shipping exhibit in Oslo, Norway 
on June 12-15, SPM and partner 
SpecTec invites visitors to a 
morning seminar on Condition 
Based Maintenance.

This is an opportunity for us 
to present some interesting 
possibilities for condition 
monitoring onboard vessels 
to shipowners/builders, 
management companies, 
maintenance staff and other 
parties concerned. Topics covered 
are:

• Why Condition Based 

Maintenance according to CM 

classifications?

• How to measure results through 

Key Performance Indicators

• What results to expect

• How to organise CM routines

• New functions in AMOS and 

Condmaster®Nova - DEMO

• AMOS and Condmaster®Nova 

Interface - DEMO

We look forward to seeing you!

Improved delivery capacity
SPM is expanding its resources as sales are up in many parts of the world. To 
increase capacity, a new storage pickomat is taken into operation, which has a 
number of advantages. The pickomat frees floor space which instead can be uti-
lized for packing. The rate of picking will be significantly increased while delivery 
reliability is improved. Apart from increased productivity, this investment also 
has a positive impact on ergonomics and work environment.


